Celebrating Luc Ferrari

Nick Luscombe celebrates the life and work of electroacoustic music pioneer Luc Ferrari on what would have been his 90th birthday, in conversation with David Grubbs. Plus, music from Jim O'Rourke, Mira Calix and the vitamin-packed sonic delights of the Vegetable Orchestra.

Produced by Steven Rajam for Reduced Listening.

Show less
Radio 3's adventurous music obsessives pick their records of the year.

**The Late Junction Festival**

Details of the first ever Late Junction festival, in partnership with the Barbican.
- The Barbican (www.barbican.org.uk)

**Is the synth the ultimate feminist instrument?**

Five pioneering women and the technology they made their own...

**Luc Ferrari**
Far-West News: Episode N° 1.5
*FAR-WEST NEWS: EPISODE N° 1. SIGNATURE.*

**Dereck Higgins & Bret H. Hart**
B-Machine Gray 1a
*EAR-SCULPTURE 1. HANDMAID PRODUCT.*

**Roland P. Young**
Henceforth
*HEAR/HERE. EM RECORDS.*

**Alexandre Babel**
Karlstag
*KARL MARX'S 200TH!. KARLRECORDS.*

**Tout Bleu**
Stolen Secrets
*TOUT BLEU. BONGO JOE.*

**The Vegetable Orchestra**
Carrot Pano Drama
*GREEN ALBUM. TRANSACOUSTIC RESEARCH.*

**Langham Research Centre & Jim O'Rourke**
Quasar Melodics (Jim O'Rourke remix)
*TAPE REWORKS, VOL. 1. NONCLASSICAL.*

**Michael Jon Fink**
Celesta Solo (1981)
Performer: Michael Jon Fink.
*COLD BLUE*. COLD BLUE RECORDS.

Luc Ferrari
Presque Rien N°1 Ou Le Lever Du Jour Au Bord De La Mer
Performer: Luc Ferrari.
*PRESURE RIEN*. RECOLLECTION GRM.

Luc Ferrari
Et Tournent Les Sons Dans La Garrigue:
Réflexion Sur L'écriture No. 1
*ET TOURNENT LES SONS*. CÉSARÉ.

Luc Ferrari
Comme Une Fantaisie Dite Des Reminiscences, for two pianos (1989-91)
Performer: Christine Lagniel. Performer: Michel Maurer.
*PIANO-PIANO*. MONTAIGNE.

Jenny Moore, Ingrid Plum & Merlin Nova
Characterful AEIOU aka Jelly Egg
*LATE JUNCTION COLLABORATION SESSION*.

Mira Calix
Upper Ups
*UTOPIA EP*. WARP.

Oorali
Adbhutha Lokam

Nocturnal Emissions
The Well Is Deep
*SPIRITFLESH*. EARTHLY DELIGHTS.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0002ccp
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More music on Radio 3
Radio 3 in Concert
We broadcast more live and specially-recorded concerts and opera than any other station.